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1.

Introduction
Child-caregiver attunement reflects the warm and sensitive dyadic relationship that is
essential to adaptive and healthy development in children. Attunement requires constant
adaptation by both partners in the dyad, in which mother and child act as agents in shaping
the dynamics of their mutual interactions (Bornstein, 2013). Starting in pregnancy, maternalchild attunement operates at different levels. Changes in mothers occur in the central
nervous system (Kim et al., 2011) and in adjustment at hormonal (Feldman, 2012) and
behavioral levels (Bornstein, 2012). Maternal adjustment at all levels is directed towards a
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common goal of attuning responses to infant signals. The unique adjustments that mothers
make in adapting to their own child play a vital role in promoting warm and sensitive care.

Author Manuscript

The faces of children convey critical information that helps mothers to interact and better
understand their children’s needs. Infant faces are a special class of salient social stimuli and
elicit feelings of care and empathic approach in adults (Bowlby, 1969; Brosch et al., 2007;
Caria et al., 2012; Glocker et al. 2009; Kringelbach et al., 2008; Lorenz, 1971; Leibenluft et
al., 2004; Kringelbach et al., 2016; Senese et al., 2013, 2016). In general, infant faces are
perceived as rewarding by mothers and non-mothers (Montoya et al., 2012; Pechtel et al.,
2013). However, the experience of looking at one’s own child, with whom a warm and
meaningful relationship has been established, contrasted to another child, exerts in mothers
strong and complex brain responses that involve phylogenetic and ontogenetic mechanisms
linked to biological bases of parenting and the affective relationship between mother and her
child (Bartels & Zeki, 2004; Atzil et al., 2017).

Author Manuscript

Several neuroimaging studies have sought to identify unique maternal responses to visual
cues in own child contrasted with another child (for fMRI see Pechtel et al., 2013; for EEG
see Maupin et al., 2015). For example, EEG findings support the assumption that own infant
face is a uniquely salient stimulus that activates in mothers a differentiated brain response in
early components (100–170 msec) of the ERP, related to processing of visual features, and
late components (around 600 msec), that reflect top-down control, which are more sensitive
to the emotional valence and personal significance of one’s own child than other children
(Bick et al., 2013; Bornstein et al., 2013; Esposito et al., 2015). fMRI research, the focus of
this meta-analysis, has identified specific brain regions activated to own infant images
compared to other infant images, and highlighted involvement of neural regions associated
with reward and maternal motivation (substantia nigra/ventral tegmental area [SN/VTA],
striatum, amygdala), emotion processing (medial prefrontal cortex [mPFC], anterior
cingulate cortex [ACC], insula), cognition and learning (PFC), and control of motor
responses (Kim et al., 2016; Lonstein et al., 2015; Luo et al., 2015; Piallini et al., 2015;
Swain et al., 2014). The growing number of studies on maternal brain response to own child,
contrasted to another child, has resulted in the emergence of variability of cortical and
subcortical brain regions involved, and not all studies have identified the same brain areas.

Author Manuscript

Part of the variability in fMRI research derives from differences in the visual (infant) stimuli
used across studies. For example, stimuli might differ in duration, emotive valence of facial
expressions, or presentation format (pictures and video). These variations in stimulus
features can affect subsequent patterns of brain response. Maternal psychology also
influences the site of cerebral activity and the magnitude of activation (Barrett et al., 2012).
Consequently, these factors mentioned above can potentially influence regions activated in
response to the mother’s own child. An enhanced maternal response to own infant’s face
occurs in dopaminergic brain regions, such as the SN/VTA, and subcortical nuclei, which are
brain areas important for maternal attachment (Bartels & Zeki, 2004; Numan & Young,
2016). Additionally, enhanced activity has been found in the ventral striatum and nucleus
accumbens, which, according to animal and human models of parenting, are regions that
reinforce maternal motivation and social interaction (Hoekzema et al., 2017; Lonstein et al.,
2015; Numan 2012; Numan & Young, 2016). However, not all findings have been
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systematically reported across studies (Leibenluft et al., 2004; Nitschke et al., 2004; Noriuki
et al., 2008; Schechter et al., 2012).
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Maternal mood and positive feelings associated with parenting and attachment to the child
modulate activity in brain regions that mediate affect and social behavior, influencing the
activity of the amygdala, the thalamus, the insula, the ACC, and the PFC (Atzil et al., 2011;
Barrett et al., 2012; Laurent & Ablow 2013; Michalska et al., 2014). For example, the
amygdala is a critical brain region activated by salience of an infant stimulus, which,
together with the reward system, promotes approach behaviors in parenting (Kim et al.,
2016; Numan, 2012; Ranote et al., 2004; Strathearn & Kim, 2013; Wan et al., 2014).
However, the amygdala shows variability in its involvement; for example, ROI analysis
revealed significant amygdala activation with the own child happy face, when contrasted
with other child happy face, but no significant amygdala activity modulation was found with
sad and neutral affects (Strathearn et al., 2008). Other research with amygdala shows higher
deactivation with the own child face than other child (Bartels & Zeki, 2004). In still other
findings the amygdala is activated in association with “own” or “other” vs. baseline, and no
differences were found from a direct comparison of own child vs other child face
(Hoekzema et al., 2017). Given that contributors to research of parenting in non-human and
human mammals point to core brain regions that regulate maternal behaviors, it is important
to more completely account for observed variability in maternal brain activity and identify
regions that converge across studies. Meta-analysis can be used to pinpoint fundamental
neural regions involved in maternal responses that reflect the special status of “own child”
among typical (healthy) human mothers.

Author Manuscript
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The aim of this meta-analysis was to identify maternal brain regions that are selectively and
specifically activated when viewing own child versus other children, independent of the
other stimulus modalities (i.e., auditory stimuli as child vocalization or cry). One metaanalysis focused on maternal brain responses to a variety of stimuli, including child’s cries
and faces. That cross-modality meta-analysis aimed to reveal which cerebral regions are the
target of oxytocin (OT) and activated in mothers by pictures of their own maternal-child
interaction or their own child face or cry (Rocchetti et al., 2014). However, it is crucial to
examine neural regions engaged by infant cries and faces separately. Looking at neural
responses to infant cry might be developmentally appropriate during the first few months
postpartum, whereas neural responses to faces can be reliably assessed in mothers with
children over a wider age range. Furthermore, responses to infant faces is a good way to
assess maternal neural activity during a typical range of everyday mother-infant interactions
whereas responses to infant cry are perforce more specific to situations of infant distress.
Infant distress can elicit a wide range of maternal brain responses that may reflect, for
example, the urgency to respond, the attempt to understand the cause of infant stress, or
mothers’ own negative feelings in reaction to cry. Here, we confined our analysis to brain
activation in mothers as elicited by their own child’s (versus a stranger child’s) face. Given
our interest in the maternal cerebral activation in response to the special status of “own
child” (vs. other child), and to avoid specific emotions that would likely elicit specific
behaviors of care in mothers, we focused as much as possible on neutral visual stimuli.
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In this meta-analysis, we investigated maternal cerebral activations that have been
systematically reported across studies of mothers to their own child’s face. We expected that
seeing one’s own child, relative to other stranger children, would elicit greater activation in
sub-cortical nuclei in the midbrain (ventral tegmental area, substantia nigra) and other
dopaminergic structures (the striatum) involved in maternal approach-related motivation and
parental motivation (Numan, 2007, 2012). Considering the convergence of fMRI and EEG
about the emotional salience of one’s own child (Pechtel et al., 2013; Maupin et al., 2015),
we also expected to find greater involvement of amygdala, which plays a critical role in
processing the salience of infant cues and promoting positive approach behaviors (Strathearn
& Kim, 2013; Kim et al., 2016; Numan, 2012). Maternal behaviors are regulated by
emotional appraisal of infant cues that influence maternal responses, and so we also
expected to find the involvement of neural areas implicated in social emotion processing,
such as the insula and the prefrontal cortex (e.g. Streathern et al., 2008). Understanding
which brain regions respond selectively to own infant cues represents an important step
toward understanding the special neural bases which bond mother and infant and represent a
potential biomarker for parental neglect.

Author Manuscript

2.

Methods

2.1

Selection of studies
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Different sources were used to identify empirical studies that investigated brain activity in
mothers while viewing their own child contrasted with other children. We searched
MEDLINE indexes. To achieve an exhaustive resource of studies and reduce the risk of
missing articles of interest, we used the following keywords: (((“magnetic resonance
imaging”[MeSH Terms] OR (“magnetic”[All Fields] AND “resonance”[All Fields] AND
“imaging”[All Fields]) OR “magnetic resonance imaging”[All Fields]) OR (“magnetic
resonance imaging”[MeSH Terms] OR (“magnetic”[All Fields] AND “resonance”[All
Fields] AND “imaging”[All Fields]) OR “magnetic resonance imaging”[All Fields] OR
“fmri”[All Fields])) AND (“mothers”[MeSH Terms] OR “mothers”[All Fields])) AND
((“infant”[MeSH Terms] OR “infant”[All Fields]) OR (“infant, newborn”[MeSH Terms] OR
(“infant”[All Fields] AND “newborn”[All Fields]) OR “newborn infant”[All Fields] OR
“baby”[All Fields] OR “infant”[MeSH Terms] OR “infant”[All Fields]))). To expand the
potential cohort of studies, we also used reference lists in the studies we identified and wellknown general review articles (Kim et al., 2016; Luo et al., 2015; Moses-Kolko et al., 2014;
Pechtel et al., 2013; Piallini et al., 2015; Swain et al., 2014). Only peer-reviewed studies that
focused on maternal responses to visual stimuli were considered. A total of 212 articles
published before February 2018 were found. Despite our use of infant and newborn as
search keyword terms, the articles retrieved included children aged 1–144 months.
Therefore, we use the more appropriate general term child in this meta-analysis. Given that
the purpose of the present meta-analysis was to investigate which cerebral regions in
mothers are selectively involved when viewing their own child, the following criteria were
used: (a) only studies presenting results of contrasts that matched own child’s still pictures
or videos versus other stranger children’s still pictures or videos; (b) because many studies
tested the effect of covariates on the BOLD response, whole brain analysis results were
needed to report brain areas associated with the main contrast own child (OWN) vs. other
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child (OTHER); (c) participants were healthy mothers (e.g., with no past or present history
of psychiatric disorders); and (d) if the article included different sub-groups of mothers,
results should also report regions activated for each group (the selected sub-group should
meet the criteria in point c). Figure 1 illustrates the selection process based on PRISMA
recommendations (Moher et al., 2009). Twelve studies met the criteria and were included in
the Multi Kernel Density Analysis MKDA (Table 1).
2.2

Contrast selection

Author Manuscript

The contrasts of interest were OWN > OTHER and OWN < OTHER, which reflect,
respectively, greater activation and less activation in response to own-child’s face when
compared to another-child’s face. Five out of the 12 studies did not report negative contrasts
as OWN < OTHER (Atzil et al., 2011; Barrett et al., 2012; Hoekzema et al., 2017;
Michalska et al., 2014; Strathearn et al., 2008). One of the authors (P.R.) selected the
contrasts of interest, and a second author (P.K.) double checked the selected contrasts.

Author Manuscript

We focused on studies where the own child was clearly recognizable and, therefore, we
included only visual stimuli. This analysis focuses on brain activation in mothers as elicited
by their own child’s face (picture or video). We assessed contrasts that grouped different
emotions from neutral to mild positive to avoid infant negative-emotion activation in
response to crying facial expressions. We were interested in stimuli that elicit maternal
responses to own child in general but not specific to infant distress cues. In one report, the
activated clusters were shown only graphically without a coordinates table (Schechter et al.,
2012), so we obtained coordinates of the selected contrasts from the authors. Table 1 reports
the study’s first author and year, sample size of mothers, number of primiparous mothers,
mother’s age and education, stimulus format (picture or video; studies using the video did
not include sounds), stimulus child age and gender, stimulus duration, (if specified) social
situation (i.e. play), and which child body parts were captured in the static or dynamic
images.
2.3

Participants
Altogether, 209 child-mother dyads were included in this meta-analysis. Demographic
details about maternal age, education level, and primiparous status and the gender of
children were not systematically reported across studies. Demographic information and
percentages of studies that reported (%rep) this information are: Mothers’ M age=32.10
years, SD=5.36 (92% rep), educational level range=12–21 years (42% rep), child range
age=1–144 months, (100% rep), % male=35–85 (42% rep).

Author Manuscript

2.4

Analysis
The meta-analysis aimed to discern if the distributions of cluster peaks of maternal brain
responses in contrasts of OWN vs. OTHER showed specific patterns or a random pattern
across studies. The variables included in the database for analysis were the x, y, and z
coordinates of cluster peaks, contrast labels, sample sizes, standardized space of coordinates,
fixed or random effect analysis, and multi-comparison corrections. The meta-analysis was
carried out using the Multi Level Density Analysis tool (MDKA; Kober & Wager, 2010;
Wager et al., 2007, 2009) and SPM8 (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/). The MKDA
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considers that points of activation are not independent of one another, but nested within
contrasts within studies. These methodological choices obviate any single study having a
large number of peaks that bias the analyses, thus increasing the reliability of the present
fMRI findings.

Author Manuscript

First, peak coordinates reported either in Talairach [TAL] (229 peaks) or Montreal
Neurological Institute [MNI] (111 peaks) spaces (Talairach & Tournoux, 1988; standard
brain from the Montreal Neurological Institute) were converted to a common MNI space
(avg152T1.img). Peak points were convolved with a spherical kernel of 10 mm (blob
activation). Peaks that were close together fall in the same spherical kernel. We obtained a
contrast activation map of active and inactive voxels, respectively, with values 1 and 0. A
density map (statistic of the proportion (P)) for each contrast (OWN > OTHER,
OWN<OTHER) was built with the proportion of all contrasts that reported activation within
10 mm of a given voxel by taking a weighted average of contrast activation maps. Voxelwise significance was obtained via a permutation test (Monte Carlo simulation; n=5000). P
was compared to 5000 Monte-Carlo (MC) simulations to identify if the voxel activated
above chance. In each MC simulation, the P of activation coordinates from the contrast maps
were placed at random locations throughout the brain gray matter (derived from the
segmentation of the avg152T1.img template in SPM8), and over the whole brain the
maximum across-study P statistic was saved. In the null hypothesis, peaks within each
contrast were randomly distributed (P0). After each MC simulation, the largest cluster of
contiguous voxels was saved; the cluster extent threshold was then set at the 95th percentile
of this value across simulations (cluster extent-based multiple comparison correction;
family-wise error rate corrected (FWER) at p<.05), and we report the significant clusters
observed at p<.001 and p<.01 (Kober et al., 2008; Mende-Siedlecki et al., 2013; Satpute et
al., 2015; Lindquist et al., 2016). The MDKA analysis was performed on 12 contrasts for
OWN>OTHER and 7 contrasts for OWN<OTHER. The sum of cluster peaks (points)
derived from all contrasts were 239 (OWN>OTHER) and 70 (OWN<OTHER). The resulting
coordinates were labeled using the IBASPM 71 within the WFU Pickatlas toolbox (SPM8;
Maldjian et al., 2003, 2004).

Author Manuscript

3.

Results
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The MDKA analysis aimed to identify which brain regions were systematically activated
when mothers view their own child contrasted to another child (OWN>OTHER). Figures 2
and 3 and Table 2 report all significant results that survived cluster extent-based criteria at
the primary alpha levels of p < .001 and p < .01 (FWER corrected at p < .05). Viewing their
own child, mothers showed greater overall activation in the left hemisphere. Findings
showed significant clusters centered in the lateral globus pallidus (extended to the left insula,
the putamen, ventral and dorsal nuclei of thalamus, caudate nucleus), in the medial globus
pallidus (included the left amygdala and uncus), the bilateral midbrain (substantia nigra [SN]
and ventral tegmental area [VTA]), the left insula, the bilateral putamen, the left inferior
frontal gyrus BA 45, the bilateral thalamus, the bilateral caudate and the medial globus
pallidus), and in the left insula extended to the inferior frontal gyrus BA47. The only
significant activation in the contrast OWN<OTHER was found in the right inferior temporal
gyrus.
Dev Rev. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2020 March 01.
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Seeing their own child activates cortical and subcortical regions in mothers which likely
shape subsequent maternal cognitions and behaviors. Maternal cerebral activation elicited by
viewing their own child is a composite response resulting from activation of brain regions
which respond to infant features per se, the familiarity of the stimulus, and mothers’ special
attachment relationship with their own child (Leibenluft et al., 2004). The specific objective
of this meta-analysis was to identify in mothers brain mechanisms that exhibit selective
sensitivity to the face of their own child. Several findings emerged. First, this meta-analysis
showed that the most consistent brain activation in mothers viewing their own child, rather
than other children, is found in the left hemisphere. Second, in line with previous reports of
models of parenting (Feldman, 2017; Rilling & Young, 2014), the cerebral regions that
systematically show higher activation in response to the own child contra a stranger child are
brain structures dedicated to processing salient and rewarding biological stimuli with high
personal relevance and neural circuitries that promote parental care in mammals (Feldman,
2017). Results from this meta-analysis showed systematic activation in the midbrain (SN
and VTA), the ventrolateral prefrontal cortex, the insula, the amygdala, and the striatum.

Author Manuscript

Systematic left lateralized brain activity in the ventrolateral prefrontal cortex (BA45/47), the
insula, the amygdala, and the striatum, in front of a bilateral activity in the midbrain (SN and
VTA), in mothers in response to their own child’s face represents a novel result from the
present meta-analysis. Viewing one’s own child elicits more positive affect (emotion) than
viewing other stranger children (Barrett et al., 2012). One’s own child is a rewarding
stimulus especially for their mothers, and the left hemisphere is typically activated more
than the right in approach behaviors toward rewarding social stimuli and processing positive
affect (Davidson, 1993; Davidson et al., 1990; Pizzagalli et al., 2003, 2005; Harsay et al.,
2011). Indeed, in mothers the degree of left-sided activation is compatible with a motivated
approach to their own child, a positive rewarding child cue. For example, depressed mothers
show lower activity in the left insula, inferior frontal gyrus, and striatum in response to own
infant positive emotion than non-depressed mothers (Laurent et al., 2013); except for left
amygdala, left brain areas susceptible to depression reported in Laurent et al. (2013) overlap
our findings in the left hemisphere. Instead, activation of the left amygdala in response to
own child (vs. other child) is positively associated with maternal psychological well-being
(Barrett et al., 2012). In general, plasma oxytocin level, a key hormone for promoting human
parenting, correlates extensively with left-sided brain regions including the left insula (Atzil
et al., 2012).

Author Manuscript

However, our interpretation cannot disregard the issue that children’s faces in our metaanalysis did not express distress (cry) but neutral to slightly positive emotions.
Notwithstanding a continuing debate, the right hemisphere is usually superior in processing
negative emotions, whereas the left hemisphere shows greater involvement in processing
positive emotions and affect (Campbell, 1978; Ley & Bryden, 1979; Reuter-Lorenz &
Davidson, 1981; Rodway et al., 2003). In this regard, a multimodal fMRI meta-analysis
(Rocchetti et al., 2014) showed that, overall, maternal brain responses to positive and
negative stimuli from their own baby, compared to control baby stimuli, include extensive
bilateral activation in regions involved in emotion, emotional salience processing, and social
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cognition (PFC, insula, amygdala, striatum, and midbrain). Negative infant cues (i.e., crying
facial expressions) seem to activate cerebral regions more specifically associated with
behaviors of care oriented to reduce infant distress (Bornstein et al., 2017) than the ownness
quality elicited by one’s own child.

Author Manuscript

There is other evidence that ownness is associated with greater left hemisphere activation.
Stoeckel and colleagues (2014) found that, when mothers view their own child and pet, the
main effect of cross-species ownness is associated with dominant activation in the left
hemisphere, specifically increased brain activation in the left putamen, bilateral thalamus,
and VTA/SN linked to emotion, sensory, and reward processing. In relation to the special
emotional bond between mothers and children, one’s own child represents a very familiar
complex social stimulus. The left hemisphere is more involved in retrieving semantic
information and analyzing specific salient details during familiar face perception (Bombari
et al., 2014; Brancucci et al., 2009; Marzi & Berlucchi, 1977; Rhodes, 1985). The systematic
involvement of the left hemisphere might be interpreted in light of the more positive affect
elicited by viewing one’s own child, which promotes approach behaviors toward the child,
and the greater familiarity and knowledge associated with him/her, which, together, can
contribute to the development of the special quality of ownness in mothers when they view
their own child’s face.
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Besides the left lateralization of maternal brain response to one’s own child, we observed
strong involvement of regions underlying reward and maternal motivation and promoting
behavioral approach. We found that visual experience of own child, contrasted to other
children, activated the VTA of the midbrain bilaterally, comprising brain areas that are
associated with parental care motivation in human and non-human animals (Numan 2015;
Numan & Young, 2016). We also found that the own child (vs. other child) activated
(predominantly left hemisphere) subcortical regions of the extrapyramidal dopaminergic
system, such as the striatum, including the putamen and the caudate, the lateral and medial
globus pallidus, and SN of the midbrain. These dopaminergic regions are linked to motor
function, reward, and cognitive modulation of behaviors and play a role in responding to and
approaching salient stimuli (Champagne, 2004, Arias-Carrión et al., 2010). Dopaminergic
neurons are located in midbrain, as the substantia nigra and the VTA, from which originates
the mesocorticolimbic dopamine system (MCL-DA system). The MCL-DA system with its
projections to limbic structures (important for behavior) and to striatum (a key structure for
voluntary movement) have a primary role in guiding approach and avoidance behavior
relative to salient stimuli (Numan & Young, 2016, Arias-Carrión et al., 2010). The images
depicting the face of the child specifically activate the areas of the midbrain and striatum
mutually connected through dopaminergic neurons, involved in cognitive and hedonic
mechanisms that lead to the implementation of motivated behaviors (Mirenowicz & Schultz,
1996, Schultz, 1998; Wise, 2004; Barrett & Fleming, 2011). The same regions, directly
linked to motherhood and indirectly to the experience of social stimuli, under the influence
of hormones such as OT and estrogen, enable and support parental motivation geared to
direct infant care (Haber et al., 2000). Moreover, positive thought about one’s own baby is
positively associated with the magnitude of plasticity in the midbrain and likely triggers and
increases maternal motivation during the early post-partum period (Kim et al., 2010).
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We observed subcortical regions involved in salience processing in response to own infant:
the left amygdala and the striatum. It is well known that exposure in mothers to their own
infant’s cues elicit a feeling of pleasure and that this experience can increase the salience of
own child with respect to other children (Kim et al., 2016; Lonstein et al., 2015; Numan,
2012). Amygdala activation (in particular the basolateral nuclei), in interaction with the
reward system, promotes approach and goal-directed maternal behaviors in rodents (Numan,
2010, 2012) and positive maternal dimensions in humans (Lonstein et al., 2015). Moreover,
in both non-human animals and humans, the affective influence of the amygdala extends to
many processes from sensation and attention to learning and memory (Gallagher & Chiba,
1996; Paré, 2003; Phelps & LeDoux, 2005). In connection with parental responsiveness,
animal studies point to a critical role of the amygdala in maternal memory, contributing to
mothers maintaining strong attraction to infants, thereby assuring continuing motivation for
parental caring (Gur et al., 2014; Keller et al., 2004; Meurisse et al., 2009). Indeed, research
reveals that mothers, when exposed to their child during video sessions of alone play, show
high dopamine (D2 receptor) response; great D2 responses have been correlated with strong
intrinsic connectivity of the medial amygdala with anterior brain midline regions involved in
human parental attachment, like as the ventromedial prefrontal and anterior cingulate
cortices (Atzil et al., 2017). These findings point to a potential key role of the medial
amygdala in mediation of maternal attachment to their own child.
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Last, we observed activation of cerebral structures involved in social emotion regulation
processing, such as the insula with the inferior frontal gyrus BA45/47 (pars triangularis and
orbitalis), the striatum, and the thalamus (Decety, 2010; Kober et al., 2008). The insula is a
cerebral structure strongly connected to proximal and distal cerebral lobes and subserves
multiple functions underlying sensory and limbic, motor, and visceral processes (Augustine,
1996; Nieuwenhuys, 2012). The anterior insula projects to the amygdala, and together they
are involved in emotion regulation and play a role in affective modulation of cognitive
processes based on stimulus salience (Cho et al., 2013; Gur et al., 2013; Nieuwenhuys,
2012). In connection with the amygdala and the ventrolateral prefrontal cortex, the anterior
insula is involved in social emotions and empathy in parenting (Kim et al., 2016). The
inferior frontal gyrus (pars orbitalis and triangularis) is consistently activated with the
anterior insula (identified as part of the same functional cortical group) as reported in a
meta-analysis focused on functional cortical and subcortical interactions in emotion
processing (Kober et al., 2008). Causal modeling shows that the inferior frontal gyrus
triggers activation of the anterior insula in empathy elicited by faces (Jabbi & Keysers, 2008)
and that both areas represent brain structures involved in attention that can increase the
recruitment of cognitive and affective brain resources to elaborate a salient stimulus (Tops &
Boksem, 2011). Activity in this functional group anticorrelates with maternal depression in
response to own infant positive cues (Laurent & Ablow, 2013). Although referring to another
modality (auditory), Swain et al. (2017) reported that the left inferior frontal gyrus activated
differently with emotive stimuli when mothers imagined listening to their own cry or their
own baby’s cry (contrasted to others). Such findings are pertinent because they suggest a
different modulation of the inferior frontal gyrus activation based on the sense of ownness
perceived from the emotional stimulus. The bilateral thalamus is a region that mediates and
integrates input from and output to subcortical and cortical regions for behavior guidance
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(Basso et al., 2005). In particular, the anterior and medial nuclei are connected with the
limbic system and with brain regions underlying familiarity-based recognition (Aggleton et
al., 2011).
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Own child’s face (relative to that of other children) elicits diminished cerebral activation in
the right infero-middle temporal cortex. The infero-middle temporal cortex is involved in
both visual and face processing (Gross et al., 1984; Rossion et al., 2003). But cerebral
deactivation of the inferior temporal cortex is not totally consistent with the existing
literature. For example, stimulus familiarity typically enhances cerebral activity in the right
temporal cortex (Eger et al., 2005; Negro et al., 2014), whereas the left superior temporal
gyrus shows activation to unfamiliar stimulation when contrasted with familiar (Ramon et
al., 2014). For mothers, the faces of their own children represent of course a very familiar
stimulus. It has been reported that the inferior temporal gyrus shows reduced activity in the
right hemisphere as an effect of repetition of familiar faces contrasted with unfamiliar ones
(Eger et al., 2005). The temporal deactivation that we found might be ascribable to the effect
of repetition that suppresses brain responses to the same familiar stimulus.

Author Manuscript

In light of brain models underlying parental care in humans (Kim, 2016), our findings show
that one’s own child’s face, contrasted with faces of unfamiliar children, increases the
activation of brain structures involved in (i) detection of salience of the own child, which can
influence a series of processes from attention to memory and learning, potentially aimed at
the identification and recognition of signals from the child, and the ability to identify such
signals as salient; (ii) maternal motivation/reward and approach–avoidance behavior
modulation, assuring dedicated/motivated and long-term caregiving to the loved child; (iii)
social emotion regulation processes that enable mothers to interact emotionally and flexibly
with the child and to express a range of affects that are appropriate to emotional availability
to the child. Activated loci that systematically emerged across studies were found to be
distributed in the left hemisphere. Therefore, the left lateralization of such neural circuits
found in the present study might represent a marker of the quality of ownness perceived by
mothers while viewing their own child.

Author Manuscript

Our findings accord with theories of human parenting from animal models which highlight
cerebral mechanisms that may play critical roles in motivation to care for offspring (Levy &
Keller, 2008; Numan, 2015; Numan & Young, 2016; Rilling & Young, 2014). Offspring
appear very attractive to their mothers (Kringelbach et al., 2016). In accordance with animal
models of parenting, the attractiveness and emotional relevance of infants to human mothers
are regulated by neural systems underlying parental reward and emotion processes (Levi et
al., 1995; Lonstein et al., 2015; Numan & Insel 2003, Numan, 2012). Viewing their own
child activates in mothers a subcluster of brain regions that undergo phenomena of plasticity
in human new mothers during the first months postpartum and, from recent research, during
the transition into motherhood (from pregnancy to the second year postpartum). These brain
areas are the striatum, insula, amygdala, thalamus, and inferior frontal gyrus (Kim et al.,
2010; Hoekzema, et al., 2017).
Our meta-analysis has limitations, however. We report which brain regions showed
systematically higher activation to own child versus other child faces. Cerebral deactivation
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was not reported in all studies, and only one brain region showed lesser deactivation with
own child as compared to other children. Moreover, the selected contrasts own child vs.
other child included pictures or videos. Unfortunately, there were not enough studies of each
format of stimuli (video and picture) to permit independent meta-analyses and, eventually,
comparisons between results from different stimulus formats. This is an important point to
consider for interpretation because, even if we were interested in investigating the specific
brain regions that systematically respond to the special status of own child (vs. other child)
independent of the visual stimulus format, our results might miss potential cerebral
activations connected with dynamic characteristics of the own child. Another limitation is
the sample size. Despite the amount of data in the literature, many studies have different
goals and publish results only considering a priori regions of interest or interactions between
BOLD signals and maternal measures; whole brain results of the main contrast (own child
vs. other child) are infrequently reported, and so they were excluded from our analysis.

Author Manuscript
Author Manuscript

A recommendation arising from this literature review is that future studies publish all
activated and deactivated clusters and whole brain analyses to reduce the type 2 error bias
given the unpublished uncorrected data (minimally in supplementary materials). Metaanalyses can overcome the type 1 error for uncorrected data. This recommendation would
permit comparisons of brain responses to own child in different populations of parents. We
focused on responses in mothers, who have been studied most; work on father’s cerebral
responses to own children is needed. Moreover, to improve the generalization of findings,
future studies should extend investigations of parental brain to members of different cultures
to highlight common and specific patterns of brain activation in response to own child in
mothers and fathers. Neuroimaging techniques have limitations as well. In this case, the
fMRI tells us where more sustained activity takes place with good spatial definition, but
transient and early processes are neglected. The present findings reveal sustained and strong
conservative cerebral activation across studies.
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Figure 1. Flow chart of study selection.

The flow diagram of the study selection process shows the following steps: identification of
studies, screening to identify the eligible studies, selection of studies that met all inclusion
criteria, and studies included in the meta-analysis.
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Figure 2. Activation map of OWN > OTHER.

The graphical representation of brain regions consistently activated across studies in the
contrast OWN>OTHER. Max cluster size computed at p < .001 and p < .01 (whole brain
p(FWER)<.05). Abbreviations: AMY=amygdala, CN=nucleus caudatus, GP=globus
pallidus, IFG=inferior frontal gyrus, INS=insula, Mid=midbrain, OTH=other child,
OWN=own child, PUT=putamen, TH=thalamus and UNC=Uncus.
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Figure 3. Activation map of OTHER>OWN.

The graphical representation of brain regions consistently activated across studies in the
contrast OTHER>OWN. Max cluster size computed at p < .001 and p < .01 (whole brain
p(FWER)<.05). Abbreviations: MTC=middle temporal cortex.
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